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	If you believe that the answer no is but a request for more information and understand that the best closing questions are rhetorical, you understand the basic art of sales. If you can teach that art to others, you have the makings of a good sales manager. But not all good sales managers are equal; some are forward thinking enough to be good leaders as well as managers. To be a leader you have to see failures as opportunities to learn and you have to understand the best way to respond to any challenge is to anticipate it before it arrives.


	In The Art of Mastering Sales Management, Thomas Cook shares the proven practices and principles of good salesmanship that have made him a highly successful businessman and one of the most sought-after sales trainers in the world today. Written for those managers and executives who want to elevate the performance of their entire teams in this age of globalization and minimal margins, the book provides core lessons supported with cases studies garnered during the author’s 35 years of hands-on experience over a diversity of businesses. This engaging and timely volume:

	
		Explores the current world events that are changing the art of selling
	
		Provides proven strategies, techniques, and tips for higher-end sales personnel and those who manage them
	
		Looks at ways to provide exemplary leadership during uncertain times
	
		Offers a daily regimen that will turn success into the result of practiced habit



	Change has become an absolute constant in the business world. That’s good news for those who are prepared to respond rather than merely react. The Art of Mastering Sales Management, will helps become a creative problem-solver. Heed its advice and turn your sales people from common employees into contributing committed stakeholders.
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Wireless Java: Developing with J2ME, Second EditionApress, 2003
Although Java is incredibly popular, the standard edition of Java is way too  big and bulky to build applications for wireless devices such as PDAs and  phones. Thus, Sun has released Java 2 Platform, Micro Edition (J2ME). J2ME has  the potential to be as revolutionary in the wireless space as Java has been in  the server space.
...
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Wicked Cool PHP: Real-World Scripts That Solve Difficult ProblemsNo Starch Press, 2008
PHP is an easy-to-use scripting language perfect for quickly creating the Web features you need. Once you know the basics of how the language works, wouldn't it be great to have a collection of useful scripts that solve those tricky problems and add interesting functionality to your site? We thought so, too.
  Instead of starting at "Hello...
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The CSS Anthology: 101 Essential Tips, Tricks & HacksSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2007
A practical guide on CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) for professionals and novices, that can be used both as a tutorial and read cover-to-cover or as a handy and practical reference book to common problems, solutions and effects. The 2nd edition is now full-color throughout and is completely updated and revised with the latest tips & tricks. ...
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Supplementary Cementing Materials in ConcreteCRC Press, 2013

	Supplementary cementing materials (SCMs), such as fly ash, slag, silica fume, and natural pozzolans, make a significant difference to the properties of concrete but are rarely understood in any detail. SCMs can influence the mechanical properties of concrete and improve its durability in aggressive environments. Supplementary Cementing...
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Codes, Ciphers and Secret Writing (Test Your Code Breaking Skills)Dover Publications, 1984
Experiment with cryptography — the science of secret writing. Cipher and decipher codes: transposition and polyalphabetical ciphers, famous codes, typewriter and telephone codes, codes that use playing cards, knots, and swizzle sticks...even invisible writing and sending messages through outer space. Hours of intrigue and challenge. 45...
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Refactoring HTML: Improving the Design of Existing Web Applications (The Addison-Wesley Signature Series)Addison Wesley, 2008
Like any other software system, Web sites gradually accumulate “cruft”  over time. They slow down. Links break. Security and compatibility  problems mysteriously appear. New features don’t integrate seamlessly.  Things just don’t work as well. In an ideal world, you’d rebuild from  scratch. But you can’t:...
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